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Cc~munication between persons of differing cultural backgrounds can be hindered by
culturally-conditioned assumptions that they make about each other's cognitions.
.n ex6 cise was designed to reduce this effect through increased cultural self-
awareness. It involves participants in analyzing video recordings of staged
"excerpts" from intercultural dialogues that contain subtle manifestations of
cultural influences present in American society. The participants learn how to
recognize such manifestations. This difficult process is facilitated by grouping
the excerpts into sequences, and having each sequence show several manifertations
of the same cultural influence, while noncultural influences are being varied from
excerpt to excerpt. In each sequenc: the cultural influence is a common element
Sradually brought into focus.
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PREFATORY NOTE

This paper was presented by Ur. Kraemer at ..
Annual Meeting of the International Stuar2s Association .n
New York, March 15-17, 1973.

The paper reports on the development of a cultural
self-awarenesi exercise developed to impove instruction in
intercultural communication skills. The work was per-
formed for the Department of the Army by the Humen
Resources Research Organization Di:sion No. 7 (Social
Science), Alexandria, Virginia, undei Work Unit COPE,
Development of a Method for Training Military Personnel
for Interaction With Foreign National:.



A Culturai Self-Awareness Approach to
Improving Intercultural Communication Skills

Alfred J. Kraemer

BACKGROUND

Much of the international work in which Americans are involved requires them to
interact, on a fairly regular basis, with host nationals overseas, or with foreign officials
and visitors in the United States. Some examples of this work are the kinds of jobs
performed overseas by most technical advisors, foreign rorvice personnel, teachers, and
community development workers, or in the United States by advisors to foreign students.
One requirement that is common to most of these activities is that the American. he aole
to communicate with persons who have, in many cases, gra.vn vip -ai a culturai environ-
ment differing considerably from that prevailing in the United' States.

Much has been written about the fact that cultural difie-ences between people make
it more difficult for them to communicate with each other (j). Numerous programs
aimed at preparing Ameri,.ans for this difficulty are in ixistence. The work to be
described was an effort to develop an exercise that would iaprove the effectiveness of
such programs, and that could readily be incorporated into them.

Working Hypotheses

When persons communicate with each other, or when 'hey attempt to do so, each
makes certain assumptions about the cognitions' of the ott.er. They may make these
assumptions knowingly or, more frequently, without awareness. Ease of communication
between people is partially determined by the extent to wtch these assumptions are
correct. When false assumptions about each other interfere -Wit- communication between
individuals, they may perceive it immediately, or they may 6.scover it later. Often they
never become aware of it.

Probably the most common assumptions that persons h., an enccunter make about
each other's cognitions are assumptions involving projecte -og.,i've similarity-when
they assume that the other person's cognitions are similar to '.hat their own would be if
they were in the other's Ilace. Since cognitions are based "...rgely on experience. the
validity of assumptions of this type-and consequently ease of communication-should
depend largely on the degree to which the persons' experiei .,(-s are si'nilar. Witness the
ease with which identical twirs communicate with each oti',r, and the difficulti,-s in
communication experienced by pe'sons who differ consid.-rably in some important
aspects of their experien ce, such as age, income, level f.. iiucation. or the type of
geographical environment to which they have become accustorio('1.

These kinds of differences, however, are often miniia:i, in encounters between
Americans and permons of "'ter nationalities. It would be a tare occurrence to have an
old Thai peasant and a yoting WQll Street hanker trying to co.'rruni'ate with each othvr.
More typical are encoun:ers involving persons who are sin: la" in age. education, and

'The term "cognition" is tused here very broadly to refer ;-) 'Ae proces. es of per-fiving,
recognizing. conceiving, ludging, and reasoning (2j. and to a persons jiu. i. a.mumptions, idea.-, :,iil.u,
and modes of thou-ht (..).
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occupation, and who differ primarily in their cultural background. In such cases, cultural
differences can be expected to assume a much greater importance than the other factors
in contributing to false assumptions involving projected cognitive similarity.

As Hartley and Hartley (4) have noted, the effects of cultural conditioning are
sometimes so pervasive that people whose experience has been limited to the norms of
their own culture simply cannot understand a communication ba5ed on a different set
of norms. To this should be added that they also cannot understand why a :seif-evident"
communication from them cannot be comprehended by others.

An Illustration

The following example will illustrate the ideas presented so far. It is an excerpt from
the dary kept by a young American computer engineer while he was-the captain of the
United States ping-pong team during its visit to China in 1971. He wrote:

"I seemed to have some kind of a communications gap with many of the
Chinese I met. I had a number of talks, for example, with our interpreter, but
we sometimes had difficulty getting through to each other. He spoke excellent
English, and I used very simple words, but he often apologized and said I
should get a better interpreter because 'I just don't understand what you are
saying.' I used words lke 'individual' and 'unique'. They are words he knows,
but he couldn't relate them to the idea of doing what you want to do. 'Do
what I want to do?' one puzzled Chinese asked me. He looked terribly
confused, as if to say: 'How do you do that?' I guess in China you have to do
what the c':airman tells you to do and then everything is cool and happy."2

Several things should be noted at once. The two persons in the encounter are of the
same sex and are similar in age and level of education. The Chinese was a 26-year old
university graduate and, being an interpreter, probably spoke English as well aw almost
any Chinese. It is not known what exact question asked by the American prompted the
question "Do what I want to do?" However, the American recalls that the exchange
occurred during a discussion of vocational choice and of whethier or- net ont- dnuld
always follow a leader's orders.3

Let us suppose that the American's question was something like, "But what do you
want to do?" asked by hiin after hearing the Chinese describe his vocational interests in
terms of how he might best serve the state. Note that the American had a ready-made
explanation for the puzzlement of the Chinese: "I guess in China you have to do what
the chairman tells you to do and then everything is cool and happy." This explanation
seems to downgrade the intellectual level of the interpreter, as well as that of the Chinese
people in general. He is, in the eye5 of the American, a lesser person for not a, serting his
own individuality. The American's reaction does not suggest any doubt that his question
had the same meaning for the interpreter as it did for him. For bow could anyone
speaking English that well not understand such a simple question? However. the
apparently simple question "But what do you want to do?" implies certain assumptions
by the American about the cognitions of the Chinese interpreter, ramely, that the latter

8.~~wr, niak.W:t, April 1 197 1 ,.

-Personal commtunication from Mr. Jack Hioward, the American in the encounter.
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understood and valued the idea of individual choice-assumptions likely to be unwar-
ranted because individualism, as known in American society, is neither well understood

nor valued among the Chinese."
What should the American have done, once he had asked the question and observed

the puzzlement of the Chinese? At the very least, suspend judgment. And had he
recognized, upon reflection, the implicit assumption fie had made, a suspension of
judgment on his part would have been more likely. Probably no harm resulted from the
failure in communication illustrated in this example since the American retu'rned home
after a few days. But had this been the beginning of a tour of duty, during which he
would have met regularly with this Chinese. the early disparagement of the latter could
have adversely affected future en'rounters between the two.

The Need for Cultural Self-Awareness

The existence of these kinds of difficulties in intercultural communication is gen-
erally recognized by designers of so-called "area training" programs. These programs are
intended to prepare Americans for overseas arsignments requiring interaction with host
nationals. But the usual approach to such training is ethnocentric and too abstract;
ethnocentric, because the focus is on the "foreign" culture and its "peculiar" character-
istics; too abstract, because the culture is usually described at the t'nthropological or
soclogical level, rather that, at the level of the individual.

The students may learn what the values of a society are, but not be able to
recognize the influence of these values when they encounter the specific cognitions and
behaviors of a host national. The same may be said about approaches based upon the
idea tbr,, knowledge of one's own culture should make it easier to interact with members
of another culture. Here again, one may know one's own culture it) terms of abstractions
and generalities, but not recogrize their manifestaitions in one's cognitions arid behavior.
As Reisman has so aptly noted from his observations of Peace Corps Volunteers, "tieir
real citlture shock came at the discovery of how 'American' they were" in spite of their
professed rejection of certain American values (_1, p. 39).

Out of the foregoing considetations evolved the conviction that peopie's effective-
ness in intercultural communication could be improved by developing their cultural
self-awareness-that is, their ability to recognize cultural influences in their own cog-
nitions. The development of this ability should have several beneficial results. It should
enhance people's skill at diagnosing difficulties in intercultural communication. If they
come away from an intercultural encounter with a feeling that communication was poor,
they would be able to examine the conversation from the point of view of discovering
what cultural elements in their own cognitions led them to make false assurnpuuns about
the cognitions of thie other person.

Ordinarily one's reaction to not tieing able to communicate what seems to be a
selt-eviden . idea is to speculate on wihat shortcomings of the other person might explain
the unexpected difficulty. This may be useful in one's own culture where false assump-
tions about another peison's cognitions are more likely to have a psychological basis. In
an intercultural situation, however, the search for psychological explanations can have
unfortunate results-unless one is an expert on the host culture. The nonexpert is likely
tW come up with explanations that are not only not valid, but that falsely attribute
defiiencies in character or intellect to the other person.

4ris example waf thown to about 150 Americars with some international experience. iany of
tudm were certain that the Chinese und~rstood the American only too welt, and that he prtended to be
puzzled because it was politicnly unsafe (07 him to ipesk his mind. Others, also certain that the Chineae
undcastood the Anserica.ns questioth Interpreted his puzzlement to mean How could anyone pow ibly

do what be wants to do under present coiedtions?"
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At the very least, the ability should help make it easier to suspend judgment when
one is confronted by behavior that appears odd. For the cultural elements in one's own
cognitions will now be suspected of having caused one's perception of oddness in the

behavior of the other person.
Some intercultural eicounters are isolated occurreneps, such as a meeting between a

"good.will" hostess and a foreign visitor arrivirf, at an airport. But the important ones are
usually part of more or less continuous rilatio, .ips which often last as long as the
overseas tour cf duty by the Americar, or the U.S. toui of a foreign national. Under
such circumstances suspension of judr,ment and subsequent diagnosis are very useful,
because the next meeting offeis an ,pportunity to try to correct previous
misunderstandings.

Another beneficial result should be greater swareness of one's ignorance of the other
culture, and a corresponding increase in motivation to learn more about it. For example,
as long as one assumes that a particular thought pattern is universal (under given
circumstances), one has no reason to look for a cultural variation. Recognition of its
cultural aspects should result in awareness that it may not be shared to the same extent
in the other culture, and should arouse curiosity as to the nature of its variation there.

However, learni:ng tt. revogni-, subtle manifestations of this variation among host
nationals is something difficult to accomplish in stateside training-particularly if there
are no nationals from the eventual host country in the program. The ideal place for
learning about the host culture is in th' host country. However, predeparture training of
the kind to he described can be an effective preparation for in-country learning.

A case in point is the way Americans tend to think of themselves and others in
connection with their occupations. That tendency could manifest itself in a question such
as "Whit kind of work do you do?" that one American might ask another just after they
have been introduced at a social gathering. That kind of question is a manifestation of
the idea that people are primarily known by their work and their achievements-an idea
not equally common in other cultures.

Having discovered in training how their way of thinking and talking about them-
selves is culturally influenced, Americans abroad would be more likely to pay close
attention to the way host nationals think and talk about themselves. They might listen
carefully to an exchange between host nationals who have just met for the first time.
What might. oaherwise have been thought of as an in.ginficant event is now recognized as
in opportunity to harn. Thus, apart from its contribution to effectiveness in communi-

cation, the ability to recognize cultural aspects of one's own cognitions can serve as a
stimulus and as a conceptual tUol for learning the host culture.

DEVELOPMENT OF THE EXERCISE

Preliminary research was conducted in wnich video recordings were made of simu.
lated intercultiral encountmr,. These were role-piaying encounters in which an American
and u f(reign actor pretenid:l to meet in the context of a work situation in an imaginary
foreign country. (Thc design of the cicounters was a new version of an earlier .,nodel
descrilwd by Stewart. Damelian, and Foster (6), which did not allow for universal values
and. therefoie, Ionhiewd .-harper but less plausible cultural contrasts.) The actor had
been trained to pla% ilc role of a host national in such a way as to reflect cultural
influences that i t. cm plausible contrast to certain influences prevailing in American

.. ..... . i.. , w or Duois i . Ft l 1 nd
I|w'.cr~pI~Ki 0I ieCV I . .. ....... ,r im\ ,,iijji (vi. .,nd 0!1 tic collectsoni of writnlg,; t-dmted by Mc(igtfert 1.O.).



About 80 persons participated in this research. They were military officers, foreign
service personnel, college .tudents, anz' businessmen. The work situations were such that
the participants could readily imagine uctually beirg in them.

During playbacks of tbe recordings most role-players could recognize only the very
obvious manifestations of cultural influences in themselves, in spite of the clues provided
by the behavior of the actor. When their attention was drawn to less obvious manifesta-
tions by asking them to explain a given thought puttern, or a particular way of expreseing
it, the reasons given were almost invariably in terms of what they perceived to be the
constraints of the situation (the imaginary one, as well as the role-playing situation), or in
terms of their individual uniqueness ("I guess that's just the way I am, that's me").

The recordings were also shown tu persons who were interested in the research,
including fellow psyhologists, and others concerned with improving training for overseas
assignments. With rare exceptions. their ability to recognize cultural influences in the
Americans' behavior did not seem much greater. Again, the focus was mostly on the
individual characteristics of the role-player and on assumed situational constraints. As
French has noted, "in certain contexts, all behavioral scientists know that we too 'have a
culture.' Far less frequently is this culture made part of explanations of our own
behavior. It is a function of the culture bondage we all share that we 'forget' our own
culture, even after having become intellectually convinced of its existence." (1, p.
420).'

The difficulty in recognizing the influences of one's own culture dops not seem to
be caused mainly by lack of knowledge that there are certain influences that tre , t
universal. (Reading a book on American culture would not hUlp much.) Instead, the
difficulty appears to result primarily from the fact that these influences manifest them-
selves only in combination with other influences, such as education, age, occupation, role,
gro, . membership, or situational constraints. In addition, most people rarely have any
need or opportunity to learn to recognize the influences of their own culture, while
learning to recognize the other influences is part of the socialization process.'

The observations made during the preliminary research led to certain considerations
concerning the design of a learning experience that would develop one's cultural self-
awareness. First, it seemed evident that it should be an experience in which one is
confronted by behavior that could easily be one's own.! Second, the experience should
be structured in such a way that one would learn to perceive cultural influences in spite~of the presence of other influences. Third, it should involve the learners actively in the

learning process. They should actually be practicing the analytic behavior required for the
recognition of' cultural influences.

These considerations led to the design of a small-group exercise in which participants
are shown video recordings of staged segrnets of conversations between an American
working overseas and a host national. The roles are played by actors, and the dialogue
follows a script. The segments appear to lbe excerpts from recordings of spontaneous
conversations, but only these excerpts were written and produced. Each shows at least
one manifestation of a cultural influence in what the American is saying, or in the way it
is said.

fPermision to reprint copyrighted material granted by McGraw-Hill Book Company.
7in behavioristic teems, learning tAJ "recognize the inflnences of their own culture" refeis to

learning 6iscriminative verbal rosponses tv. certain charicteristics of Amerseno (including oneself). In the
language of attribution theory, it refers to a change in one's pCrception or the c.'.sality attrihruk-d to
these characteristizi.

Stidrdiy, iwnivns shouid he confronted by zhejr own hehAiior. However, a tee-iiique that would
accomplish thi- would be too expewnive for most training prot'a-rn.



The excerpts are grouped into sequences, with each sequence showing several
different manifestations of a given cultural influence, while the other influences vary
from excerpt to excerpt. Thus, in nny onr3 sequence, a cultural influence is a common
element that is gradually brought into focus. Participants in the bxercise view one excerpt
at a time. After each one, they try to form a tentative hypothesis--in writing--as to the
cultural influence (or influences) reflected in what the American is saying. They then
discuss their hypotheses. Their task is to learn how to discover the common cultural
element in each sequence. The instructor's function is to facilitate the learning process.'

Selection of Cultural Influences

No research couid be conducted to determine empirica~ly what aspects of American
culturc zhculd be included in the exercise. That would have required an additional major
project. Furthermore, no previous research suggested which aspects should be selected.
For these reasons, the selection was arbitrary, but, there were several considerations that
affected the final choice.

First, it seemed self-evilent that well-known pervasive cultural values should be
included, such as egalitarianism, individualism, and universalisin. Second, it seemed appro-
priate to exclude certain cultural influences that might be considered less likely to come
into play in the course of official duty overseas, such as those related to courtship,
marriage, and sexual relations. Third, it seemed useful to include elements that bre quite
pervasive, although generally not recognized as cultural. In this category are aspects of
decision-making proces.es. Fourth, it seemed useful to include concepts that come into
play-almost by definition-in certain kinds of overseas jobs, such as the concept of
self-help. Finally, aspects usually refereed to as "customs and habits" were omitted. The
fact that these are not universal is readily recognized by moat educated persons.

It should be noted that it is not the purpose of the exercise to transmit knowledge
of the existence of these aspects. In fact, it is assumed that participants who are not
already aware of the existence of certain pervasive cultural elements in American society
would benefit little from the exercise. it wouid be too difficult for them. (Unfortunately,
they are unlikely to recognize this fact, because the manifest content of the excerpts is
deceptively simple and therefore readily understandable to them.) Nor is the purpose to
transmit knowledge of the selected manifestations of these cspects. They are but a
minute sample of all the possibilities. The purpose of the exercise is to develop the
participant's ability to recognize a great variety of manifestations of these cultural
influences, not just the few that appear in the excerpts.

The following aspects of American culture were selected:

l,jividualism.
Egalitarianism.

Action orientation.

Perception of interpersonal encounters primarily in terms of their utility.

Downgrading of the .;ocial significance of such encounters.
The belief that the application of a rule, regulation, (r law should not be

nfluenctd by the nature of the relationship between the person applying it and
the i erson to whom it is applied.

Definition of persons (including oneself) in terms of their work and
a ) h'vnten;s.

ItA diailEd dc.ription of the procedure to be foliowed during the exercise will be contained in
a ;mIs% Iucor's handbook now in prenaration.
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The belief that the people to be affected by a decision should have a voice it)
the decision.making proress.

The preference for a mode of decision making that involves evaluation of the
consequences of alternative courses of action.

The belief that competition is a good way of motivating people.
The belief that there must be differences in "goodness" between various ways

of doing something, that these aifferences can be determined, that a choice
can and should be made on the basis of such differences, and that the chosen
alternative can be implemented.

The belief that knowledgje gained through observation is superior to knowledge
gained in other ways.

Unnecessary quantification.

Placing a higher value on the utility of things than on their aesthetic aspects.
Problem orientation.

The belief that t':oughts cannot influence events.

Reasoning in terms of probability.

lmpatienc,.

The tendency to make comparative judgments.
The willingness to offer one's services for the be-iefit of "the common good."
The beiief in .he existence of a Lbehavior pattern called "self-help."

The use of absurd suppositions to elicit ideas from other persons.

The order in which these aspects are listed here is not the order in which they are
shown in the exercise. 0 The order was changed so that readers who might view the
recordings could still have at least some of the experience they would have as participants
in the exercise. Actually, some loss cf that experience results from the mere knowkdge
of the contents of tht: list, which participants do not have. For them the task is
scmewhat like solving a crossword puzz!e. Knowing the contents of the list in the proper
order would make the experience of viewing the recordings ;ike looking at a puzzle that
has already been solved. Of course, participants need not use the same labeling or
phrasing that appears in the fist. Their own way of express-ng the idea is sufficient-
perhaps better. Some will have difficulty in expressing their discovery of a cultural
infleence in any kind of coherent statement.

No attempt was made to select mutually exclusive cultural aspects of American
society. To do so would have resulted in a very short list of aspects at a very high level
of abstraction, such as the five value orientations described by Klttckhohn and Strodbeck
(12). An effort was made to select aspects across the entire range of level of abstraction.
As a result, while the term -manifestation" has been used to refer to a particular way in
which an aspect might manifest itself (as shown in an excerpt), some of the aspects may
themselves be thought of as manifestations of a higher order aspect, that is, ore that is
conceptualized at a higher level of abstrao ion.'

The selection of these aspects of ,American, culture for the exercise does. not. of
course, imply that they are present only in American society, or that they influence all

"0 No rm-arch wa done to determine what relationhip might exist between tie order of
presentation and the effectriirem of the exercite.

' 'ThiS. may be an utipardonable As,- W the s,rious Oudrni uf;"i. but t r ? n."
consequence as far a. the purix)se of the exercise is concern&.
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Americans to the same degree. It is assumed, however, that their variability within
American society is smaller than their variability among the nations of the world. 2

Empirical evit.>nce for this assumption is no. available for each aspect on the list.
Research that wouid support or refute it has not. been conducted in each case. However,
the author takcs the view that the burden of proof is on those who assert. that a given
aspect is universai. In the absence of empirical evidence, and when no logical argument
can tie made for universality, the assumption of cu!tural variation seems to be the better
working hypothesis.

For persons participating in the exercise. the question of proof should be irrelevant.
Much more difficulty in cermznunication can be expected to result from false assumptions
of universality than ;rom false assumptions of cultural variation. With respect to the
question of variation within American society, some participants in the exercise may web
feel that a particular asvect manifests itself only rarely in their own cognitions. If so,
they can simply follow the dictum "If the shoe doesn't fit, don't wear it!"

Construction of Dialogue Excerpts

The following requirements influenced the writing of the excerpts:
(1) The excerpts should give the impression of having been taken from ongoing

conver.ations.
(2) Thcse conversations should involve Americans of various occupations who

are working overseas. (The military. the Foreign Service, the Peace Corps, and the oil
busine-s were selected.)

£3) The manifest content of the excerpts should make sense to the audience
without connecting narrative.

(4) The manifest content should be plausible.
(5) The utterances of the host national should provide clues (i.e., indications of

contrasting cultural influences) that would help the participant discover cultural
influences in the Americans' cognitions. (The requirement for plausibility prevented this
from being done in all cases.)

(6) There should be a clue-providing utterance by the host national at or near
the end of the excerpt. This would make it possible to vary the level of difficulty of the
exercise by either including or excluding these utterances. (Again, the requirement for
plausibility prevented this from being done in all cases.)

(7) There should be a sufficient amount of manifest content in each excerpt to
serve as a distracting elemeni, as would often be the case in real-life dialogue.

(3) In each sequence, the behavior of the Americans should show a variety of
manifestations of the same cultural influence. 4

It did not seerr desirable, and it would in fact have been very difficult, to have each
excerpt contain a manifestauon of only one cultural influence. To attempt to do so
would have caused each excerpt to be so brief, that in most cases the manifest content
would not have made sense without intrcductory narrative. The reason for this difficulty
is that a single cognition often contains more than one cultural element.' I Consequently,
some excerpts could have been placed in a seq':ence other than tie one in which they
appear.

The following excerpt illustrates Low the reqfirements just listed influenced its
construction. The context is a conversation between a Liutenant Colonel Konda, the

r rhe stafistical definition of "cultural influence" implied by this stat'ment was found to be
naore readily comprehemib !o participants in the exercise than various anthropological definitions of
culurte.

SA A;milar r:ifficty we., h.7 !Uu"ckh-1
)*__.,r, inu Stromioeck _ in the construction of
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Deputy Director of Instruction at the host.country military academy, and a Major Smith
who serves as an advisor at the academy.

Smith: No, no thank you, sir. I think I'd better be getting back to my office.

Konda: Yes, this has been a good meeting, Major Smith.
Smith: Yes, sir, it has. I think we've had a very good discussion. I understand

your situation much better now. Your explanations were every helpful.
Konda: Yes, yes, a gcod meeting. We had a good talk, yLs. We like your ideas,

yes. You must visit again.
Smith: Well, sir, I'm always glad to be of some help. Perhaps we could get

together when I receive the materials from West Point. I could bring
them over and show them to you.] J4

.. onda: Ah, Major Smith, why wait for the materials?
The first two lines' s tell the audience that the excerpt is taken from the firal part

of the conversation. The next two lines contain distracting elements. Smith's lcst line
reflects a cultural influence that is common to all excerpts in the sequence, namely, the
downgrading of the social significance of interpersonal encounters. The key sentence is
"Perhaps we could get together when I receive the materials from West Point." it reflects
Smith's idea of making his next encounter with Konda contingent upon the existence of
a work-related reason for getting together. He implies that he does not see much value in
getting together without such a reason. Konda's last line provides a clue without which
the discovery of the cultural influence becomes much more difficult,. If this excerpt is
shown first in the sequence, viewers can. of course, form only a tentative hypothesis as
to the common cultural influence that they will be trying to discover in the sequence.

The following is another example from the same sequence. The context is a
conversation between a Mr. Konda who is in charge of the provincial office of the
Ministry of Education, and a Mr. Smith, an American oil company executive, who will be
in charge of the training center at a new refinery being constructed by the company near
the provincial capital. Smith is concerned about getting applicants for the training
program who have a minimum level of education. He meet,- with Konda to discus this.

Konda: Yes. Next time you come, we can do that.
Smith: Weli, thik has been a very useful meeting.
Konda: Yes, yes, we are happy that you could be with us. And now, before

you go, Mr. Smith, you must meet the other men in my department.
They know about your oil company building this new refinery, yes,
yes. I will go with you and you will meet them.

Smith: Wel, thank you. That's very kind of you. I hope it won't be too much
trouble. I

Konda: Trouble?
Smith: I mean, I don't want to take up too nmuch of your time.

Some of the excerpts are considerably more difficult than these two examples. A
higher level of difficulty is illustrated in the following excerpt from another sequence.
The sequence is relatively easy since the cultural infhuenc: is wel known. The context is
the same as that of the last exampfe.

Smith: But we want to be sure that only the best qualified men get hired.
Konda: Yes, you iv;ust have good men, of course.
Smith: Yes. that's why we have to havc the interviews and the tests.
Konda: I see. Ard how will you know which are the good men?

14The bracket in thin na.d the followin 8 eampleS indicates where the pla..u of the dialogue

wouid be stopped to inuiai ,"the ,9-1.... ,l....

1, "Livn, refers to everything said by one actor without interruption.
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Smith: Well, we'll interview only those who do well on the tests, of course.]
Konda: I see. But how can a man do well in the tesi when you have not yet

hired him?
Th , video recordings contain 138 excerpts. Most of the 21 sequences contain seven

excerpts each. The average length of the excerpts is less than a minute. The difficulty of

the exercise may be increased ant only by omitting clue lines, but also by omitting the
easiest excerpts in each sequence.

Summary of Trial Administrations

At successive stages during the development of the exercise, portions of the recorded
material were used in small-group settings with about 300 military officers, foreign service
personnel, and businessmen. This was done to (a) determine the feasibility of the
approach, (b) discover flaws in the excerpts that had to be corrected, (c) develop the
instructional procedure, (d) determine the appropriate level of difficulty, and (e) experi-
ment with various techniques of overcoming resistance to the learning experience. The
following is a summary of what was learned during these trials.' 6

Plausibility. In spite of the fact that the video recordings show staged ;Ierformances,
most viewers perceived the dialogue as natural and spontaneous rather than theatrical.
Some of the groups were not told unti! after the exercise that the performances had been
staged. Instead they were led to believe they would see excerpts from spontaneous
conversations that had occurred during role-playing encounters. At the completion of the
exercise almost all the participants in these groups thought what they had seen was
unrehearsed. Only a few were not sure. 'This is important because participants are more
likely to accept the performances as plausible if they d- not seem staged-even when
they know that they are.

Group Homogeneity. An important requirement for the conduct of the exercise is
that the participants' existing level of 'cultural self-awareness be similar. A great disparity
makes it impossible to find an appropriate level of difficulty for them. Participants for
whom the level is too low have too little opportunity to learn, others for whom it is too
high may get frustrated and aggressive. Unfortunately cultural slf-awareness does not
seem to be related to the criteria according to which persons are grouped together in
programs of instruction for Americans going overseas, It thus becomes necessay to make
up new groups to conduct the exerise succe-sfully. The cultural self-awareness test
developed to evaluate the effectiveness of the cxe:cise could be used for this purpose.

Prerequisites. The exercise is intended for use with persons who have certain
minimum levels of intellectual ability and social science education. Just what these
minimum levels are remains to be determined. Unlike students who have mistakenly
entered a calculus class when th5ey should be in a beginning algebra course, participants in
the exercise may not realize for some time that they are out of place. This can happen
because the manifest content of the excerpts is readily understandable to everyone who
might be a rparticpant.

Resistance to the Learning Experience. Negative reactions by at least one member of
the group, usually in the-form of zrrelevent criticisms, are not uncommon. There may be
participants who consider themselves quite sensitive to cultural differences but who,
contrary to their expectation, find the exercise more difficult than most other persons in
the group. This uncomfortable experience can result in disruptive behavior on their part.
They may vehemently question the plausibility of the manifest content of some excerpts,
or they may insist that the common cultural aspect of the Americaas' behavior in a given

"A uu,iicie accuunt. inciudi ii1 recommended procedures anti technriues. ani a detailed de.crip.

tlin of the cultural apects of each excerpt, will 1w- publi.Achd in the intructor'.s handbook now in
preparation.
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Srequence is universal. Some participa,-ts may react negatively because they cannot accept
the fact that their own ideas and behavior are subject to influences over which they have
no control. That reaction Itself is undoubtedly determined, at least in part, by cultural
influences.

Duration. The exercise, when properly conducted, lasts about two days. Usually
only four or five excerpts per sequence should be used. The preparation of a group of
instructors for conducting the exercise takes about three days, assuming they have a
social science background, intercu;tural experience, and know how to conduct small-
group instruction.

Evaluation of Exercise

Does paticipation in the exercise actually increase one's cultural self-awareness? This
question could not readily be answered because no instrument fkr measuring ,.ultural
self-awareness was in existence. Such an instrument was theref )re developed. It is a
paper-and-pencil test in which respondents have to identify sultle manifestations of
cultural influences, which they presumably share. They are shown a series of statements
each of which gives them four items of information about a person (or persons) whose
nationality ihey do not know. They are asked to indicate which ;f the four seems the
best availahle clue that the person(s) could be American. The following are two such
statements from the test.

A man and his eight-year old son have just been seated at a table in a
restaurant.

(a) The father starts to read the menu he was handed and notices the
prices.

(b) The son wonders why he did not get a nienu also.
(c) Later, the father motions to the waiter to come and take the order.
(d) As the father gives the order, he points to the places on the menu where

the food he is ordering is listed.
An engineer serving as a consultant is asked for his opinion of a new model
pump being considered for use in an irrigation project. He replies:

(a) "Many good things have beer, said about this pump.
(b) And the literature on it indicates that the design is excellent.
(c) Its manufacturer has a good reputation.
(d) But I have not actually see! it in operation."

Research is under way to determine the validity of the test. An experimental
administration of the exercise will be conducted using the test as a criterion measure.

Participation in the exercise is unlikely to have a noticeable long-range effect on the
behavior of the participants, if they do not practice what they have learned. Fortunately.
the opportunities for practice are unlimited-even if the participants never leave the
United States. For they are surrounded, particu!arly in their respective organization,, by a
rich array of subtle manifestations of their own culture. The mass media, of co ise.
provide another excellent source. In any case, they can always practice on themselves.
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